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... how to process mango juice.

Items required

Basic hygiene during processing

1. Washing bowls/basins
2. Knifes
3. Running water
4. Blender
5. Sieve
6. Buckets
7. Package containers

1. Processing premises: spacious to accommodate all
required facilities.
a) Necessary facilities
Driers
Stores
Rubbish pit
Toilet or latrine – ventilated improved latrine
b) Working rooms or workshop should have:
Room to accommodate all processing activities
Easy to clean floors
Walls painted white for easy detection of insects,
dirt and any abnormalities
Adequate lighting
Temporary storage – stacked crates for raw
materials, shelves for jars and black airtight containers
for dried products
Good ventilation to allow moderate temperature
Windows with insect proof screens

Procedure
1. Select over ripe mangoes.
2. Wash and peel
3. Slice them in to small cubes to hasten blending
4. Blend and sieve
5. Add water (boiled or chlorinated) at a 1:1 ratio
6. Add sugar 15% (KeBS recommended)
7. To improve on shelf life boil juice for 15 minutes
8. Let it cool and package in containers

Note compliance to Kenya Standard Specifications for
mango juice preserve exclusively by physical means
KSO5-404:1984.

c.) Utensils
Should be properly cleaned before and after use
Wooden equipment should be scrubbed
All utensils should be kept dry by wiping with
clean cloth and stored in dust free places
d) Personal hygiene
Health certificates should be acquired (commercial
purposes)
Appropriately dress in the right and clean attires
(hair should be covered)
Hands should be carefully washed with soap
Processing should not be done when one is sick or
with open wounds
Maintaining personal cleanliness including body
and clothes.
Minimize talking in the processing room

10. Stir the mixture in the pan uniformly using a
wooden spoon.
11. Heat the mixture till it starts boiling using
moderate heat and always stirring to avoid the jam
sticking at the bottom of the pan.
12. Let the jam boil for 10 minutes then remove from
the fire.
Checking whether the mango jam is ready
Before the jam is removed from the fire, it is important
to determine whether it is ready for packaging with
any of the following tests:
(a) Glass test (cold water test)
(i) Fill a glass with cold water.
(ii) Stir the boiling jam and scoop a drop of jam into
the glass with water.
(iii) If the drop moves down the glass to settle at the
bottom without disintegration, the jam is ready for
packaging. If it dissolves in the water, it should be
boiled further and test repeated.
(b) Spoon test (cold plate test)
(i) Pour a few drops of the boiling jam in a plate.
(ii) Hold the plate in a slanting position.
(iii) If the jam slides off the plate, it is not ready.
However; if the jam spreads slowly and uniformly on
the plate it is ready.
(c) Flake test
(I) Scoop the boiling jam with the stirring stick.

